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had covered eighteen, miles of road along the valley and
mountainside to Lake Haik, pitched camp, and ranged the
lake rim massacring duck unsportingly for supper. In the
middle of the lake \vas a green island and a white monastery,
reached only by a reed raft shaped like a long sweep. The
placid water was full of duck, geese and moorhen, and
important-looking pelican floated a hundred yards from
the shore. Three pink flamingos stood in delicate gawkish
silhouette near the margin. There was not a sotind but
the cruel report of our guns echoing in the unpeopled
mountains, the call of the children round the lake to the
cattle, and as evening fell with a light mist on the water-
side tukuls, every now and then a shout from the Galla to
frighten the wild animals away. The war seemed very
distant.
The part of Wollo through which we were travelling is a
typical mix-up of the races which make Ethiopia. We
woke next morning early in the enlivening air of
the plateau ; an old Moslem squatting like a tree-stump
near our carnp was watching us with silent ethnological
interest. When he could be persuaded to speak, he
wanted to know everything about the tent, the truck, the
clothes, the soap and water. What \vas it all for ? He
asked questions like my old tutors at Oxford. Meanwhile
in protective bewilderment he slowly told liis beads.
So we took advantage of his curiosity to ask him others
in return.
Everyone near the lake} he said, was Christian and paid
service to the monastery and to a church at the northern
end. Everyone who lived west of the road which ran
parallel to the lake on its western side was Moslem. He
spoke, to our surprise, Amharina not Gallina. Fox a long
time he insisted that he was pure Amhara, but at last
he admitted that four generations back he was pure
Galla, speaking Gallina. It was interesting to us
to note the triumph of ideas over tradition : he had
abandoned his natural tongue without abandoning his
assumed religion.
We found that the whole Galla population in this part of
Northern Wollo was the same. They spoke Amharina
and the men wore the shamma, and jodhpur pantaloons of

